Midwestern Arcadia
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IMPERIAL MATERIALS: SITE AND CITATION IN LEONE AND POMPEO LEONI'S CHARLES V AND FUROR

Wendy Sepponen
I n an undated letter addressed to Ferrante Gonzaga, Leone Leoni wrote to the Milanese governor with a proposal for an equestrian monument to Charles V to be placed in a public square in Milan.
1 After describing the characteristics and limitations of painting, the artist expanded on the virtues of sculpture. "Conversely sculpture can be seen and touched from all sides, knowing the surfaces and planes and curves, and said sculpture does not lessen with age, and even more so with sculptures made in metal. "
2 In order to convince the governor to advocate for such a prestigious commission, Leone stressed the efficacy of sculpture, and bronze in particular, to function as a lasting and indelible reminder of the emperor's presence and military successes within Milan's visual landscape. His contention that the medium is so much more effective in its eternal, material, and three-dimensional qualities compared to painting strengthens his argument, while also demonstrating his participation in the burgeoning paragone debates. 3 Leone positioned bronze sculpture as the ideal medium with which to communicate the qualities of permanence, legacy, and memory. These sculptural effects dovetailed with the visual strategies established by Charles V, which adapted the priorities of earlier Hapsburg generations to highlight the family's military acumen and dynastic lineage. Since the Hapsburgs had to carefully negotiate their own ambitions with the Imperial Diet, they emphasized through their artistic patronage the permanence and simultaneous presence of various generations of rulers and the family and the empire's military strength to assert continued imperial legitimacy and fortitude. 4 While the equestrian commission so fervently pursued by Leone never came to fruition, it led to commissions for eleven sculpted portraits, currently in the Museo del Prado, through which the Leoni were able to negotiate complex imperial and artistic networks.
5 It was in 1549, after an invitation to Charles's court in Brussels, that the father, with his son, received the commission to carve and cast portraits of the then-current generations of Hapsburg royalty.
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These portraits would go on to accrue an astounding itinerary. The Leoni returned to Milan to execute the sculptures, and after six years of labor they transported the still unfinished portraits from Milan to Brussels.
7 Pompeo then accompanied the sculptures on the last leg of their journey to Madrid, where he established his own workshop and finished the eleven sculptures over the next several years, with the aid of Spanish craftsmen and sculptors.
Adhering to the Hapsburgs' wishes and displaying the sculptural qualities promised in his earlier letter, the portraits, none more so than Charles V and Furor ( fig. 1 ), made by both Leone and Pompeo, communicate a sense of the diverse dominions and riches of their empire, the character of the familial dynasty that led to its breadth, and the military campaigns that maintained and expanded those borders. This paper will study ways in which the sculptural output of the Leoni workshops furthered Hapsburg identities and ambitions throughout sixteenth-century Europe. The multiple sites of production, wide circulation, and varied forms of Charles V and Furor functioned as material instantiations of the family's imperial presence. The sculpture group embodied the empire's geographic scope through its citations of imperial metallurgical industries and material cultures, positioned the Hapsburgs at the intersection of military might and artistic savvy through the adaptation of contemporary classicizing visual languages in bronze, and alluded to the legitimacy of the family's past, present, and future by continuing visual strategies for maintaining their power enacted by previous Hapsburg generations. As objects that carry traces of their collaborative production, the eleven Prado portraits reflect the changing political and artistic relationships between the various regions of the Hapsburg empire. The Hapsburgs consolidated their European domains throughout the sixteenth century, battling against France for Italian territories in the south and against Protestant forces for spiritual righteousness farther north. The sculptures traversed the better part of their western European holdings, circulating between Milan, Brussels, and Madrid. Since the eleven sculptures arrived in Madrid in 1556 still unfinished, the portraits' production relied on partnerships between Italian and Spanish workshops and artists. In the case of the bronze standing portrait of Empress Isabel ( fig. 2 ), Charles V's wife and Philip's mother, Pompeo employed two Spanish silversmiths, Felipe Jusarte and Micael Méndez, to complete the details of the figure's dress in his workshop, including the brocade on the exposed underskirt and the hem that runs along the edge of the overskirt.
8 Whether this was due to the Spanish-specific fashion featured in Isabel's dress (she is clothed in the style popular in the 1530s when she died), or to the overwhelming amount of work that remained to be done on the portraits, Pompeo's transplanted Italian workshop had to expand to employ craftspeople from both Italy and Spain. As such, the Prado portraits reflect the power of the Hapsburg court to attract artists from increasingly diverse regions of their imperial holdings.
The commission also spoke to a specific type of cultural cross-pollination that was facilitated by the ever-widening avenues of exchange within the empire. In the case of the Leoni, their movements through Hapsburg lands reflected not just the family's ability to pluck the best and brightest from the farthest corners of their empire, but it also indicated certain ambitions behind their artistic patronage. The Hapsburgs had the money to patronize experts in the most contemporary visual languages (such as modernizing classical forms), the understanding to appropriate those languages for sculpted bodies of the imperial family, and the power to spread those visual modes to all aspects and regions of their artistic programming.
Among the eleven extant works at the Prado, the Charles V and Furor best exemplifies how these sculptures functioned as embodiments of Hapsburg imperial rule and the regional and cultural connections it allowed. Scholars have assessed the sculpture group in terms of the iconographic and formal resonances between the contemporary emperor and his classical Roman counterparts, Caesar Augustus in particular: Charles's stance and armor, the inscription around the base, which refers to the figure as "Emperor Caesar Charles V Augustus, " 9 as well as the reference to Virgil's Aeneid in the choice of subject matter, 10 collectively imbue the current Holy Roman Emperor and Catholic monarch with the political prestige and artistic currency of the peace-achieving Roman emperors of yore.
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The work constructs a classicized yet still highly modern identity for Charles V. In addition to the textual and visual alignments with Augustus's and Virgil's enduring reputations that function to highlight peace's triumph over war, Leoni thematized the parallels between the sculpture's metallurgical mode of production and the metal weaponry that provided the military means by which Charles maintained a tenuous balance between peace and war. Charles stands on and over a figure of Furor, within Virgil's metaphor a personification of war and within the contemporary context a more pointed reference to battles against Protestant forces. Furor, in its contorted pose, holds a lit torch, whose fire threatens to set alight and melt the pile of weapons to which he is chained.
12 His bronze chains fall over the edge of the sculpture's base, and the space between the viewer and the forms is further punctured by Furor's constricted limbs and a mass of military wares, including arrows, an axe, a trumpet, a sword, a club, a shield, and a helmet, whose placement along the edge is made even more precarious by the force of Furor's foot. The sculpture communicates the emperor's victory over Furor and, by extension, the emperor's political and religious enemies. But as the weaponry is not yet melted or melting, Charles remains liminally poised between peace and battle. He stands ready to take up arms-some of which are decorated with the Hapsburg symbol of an eagle's head-should the need arise once again. The sculpture group foregrounds the paradoxical strategy of maintaining peace, or rather an uncontested rule, through the threat of easily mobilized violent suppression. The sculpture signals Charles's actual, and not just represented, access to military industries. Leone conflated the bronze sculpture and the instruments of war through their shared production processes and sites: the bronze iterations of the various weapons were cast using metallurgical methods similar to those employed for the functional instruments they represent. The same is true of Charles's armor. In addition to its evocation of the emperor's classical aspirations, the armor encompasses the crucial interrelation between material, method, and site. Like the pile of weapons that remain at his disposal, the armor worn by the cast Charles V underscores the access to Milan's prolific military industries afforded him by his imperial control over Lombardy. Charles's literal access to Milan's foundries, armorers, and general metallurgical prowess is articulated in the sculpture's most distinctive trait-its removable armor ( fig. 3) . Milan's reputation for expert metalwork had been cultivated for decades, starting most famously in 1482 with Leonardo da Vinci's ambitious but uncompleted attempts to cast a colossal bronze equestrian monument to Duke Francesco Sforza. By the time Charles's military forces finally consolidated their hold over Lombardy in 1535, and Leone began his work at the imperial mint in 1542, the Milanese armor industry was on the rise. 13 In his 1540 metallurgical treatise De la Pirotechnia, Vanoccio Biringuccio praised the larger territory of Milan for its high-quality steel and the "great quantity" of brass that was "worked and colored" in Milan.
14 The positive perception of Milanese metals was aided greatly by the refined, intricate, and technically complex steel ceremonial armor produced by the famous Negroli family, who worked for the political elite throughout Europe and produced a number of pieces for Charles V. 15 In addition to the desirability of Milan's luxury armor industry, it was also a crucial provider of armor for Hapsburg forces in Spain. 16 Sixteenth-century Italian armorers had turned away from using bronze, 17 though the metallurgical prowess required to forge steel and to cast bronze were at the time considered closely related to one another under the general rubric of the "Fire Arts. " 18 The metalworking processes used in forges and foundries were perceived as related at theoretical and practical levels vis-à-vis the crucial role fire played in both methods and across a diverse range of materials and objects. It was against this backdrop that Leone designed and cast Charles V and Furor with its armor, embodying the sculptor's artistic ingenuity and reputation within Milan's metallurgical traditions and asserting the emperor's desired message of his political reach, military might, and cultural savvy.
While Charles V and Furor exhibits the emperor's personal achievements and goals, the larger commission for eleven or more other works continued a rich history of sculpted portraiture within the Hapsburg visual tradition. A greater understanding of the Prado portraits can be gained by considering the Hapsburgs' long-standing patronage of large-scale portrait statues. In their genre, format, and materials, the Leoni's sculptures served as visual indicators of the continuity between Hapsburg rulers, past, present, and future. Although the exact relationships between specific portraits within the larger Brussels commission remain unknown, the sculptures memorialize still-living family members in similar formats and materials (e.g., standing life-size bronzes) and in so doing draw connections between the generations and imperial sites and holdings. For example, Prince Philip's title as king of England, a status achieved through his marriage to Mary Tudor, is proclaimed on the base of the standing bronze statue of Philip (fig. 4) , thereby linking the empire's expanding claims to the other legitimate rulers and landholders of the family. Sculptural assertions as to the continuity between ruling generations and interfamilial support had an early precedent in the council chamber in the Palace of Liberty in Bruges, which features an ornate oak chimneypiece with a large central portrait of Charles V ( fig. 5) . 19 To his left stand reliefs of his maternal grandparents, Ferdinand II of Aragon and Isabella of Castile, whose marriage unified the lands that became Charles's Spanish kingdom. To his right are life-size representations of his paternal grandparents, Mary, Duchess of Burgundy, and her husband, Maximilian I, the rulers who passed down the Low Countries and the Holy Roman Empire to the young Charles. These disparate lands, presided over by the individuals depicted, were joined through the marriages of these couples and ultimately unified in the person of Charles. Unlike the Leoni sculptures, the Bruges chimneypiece reasserts the presence of generations since deceased, a tactic employed to fantastic effect in a monument erected to Maximilian I in Innsbruck, Austria ( fig. 6) . 20 Attended by twenty-four life-size bronze portraits of Hapsburg ancestors, his impressive cenotaph set the standard for future Hapsburg sculpted portraits. The statues effectively blur fact and fiction, the visual display underscoring the family's putative unbroken lineage and, by extension, their political legitimacy. Owing to complications behind the inheritances of titles and lands, the rightfulness of Maximilian's rule was frequently contested. The ensemble of sculptural representations was thus able to achieve a fictive impression of consolidated power that was impossible in Maximilian's political reality. The sculptures moreover fossilized this imperial message in the bronze bodies that stand perpetually in adoration and support of the emperor and his rule.
Charles's decision to preserve this tradition of life-size portraiture in bronze within the 1549 Brussels commission goes far beyond the aping of an earlier patron's choices. The visual evocation of his political predecessor unquestionably affected the interpretation of the large-scale portraits; the Leoni, however, managed to enhance this association with imperial connections particular to Charles. It was under Charles that Lombardy and its formidable militaristic and metallurgical industries came under the Holy Roman Empire's dominion, and it was Charles who persistently waged wars in defense of the Catholic faith, as indicated in Charles V and Furor, and the inclusion of the Order of the Golden Fleece in the portraits of Charles and Philip. The sculptures were cast and carved in arguably the two most enduring and exclusive artistic materials. The works' travels exposed the ambitious project to diverse court audiences throughout major Western European imperial centers. By depicting the members of the family in similar sizes and materials, the Prado portraits conflate the individual personalities of the sitters into a series of figures that are both of the present and lasting, while also mobilizing precisely those attributes that distinguish the contemporary generations from their predecessors. The Leoni's work for the Hapsburgs made the most of the cultural contingency of materials, capitalizing on Milan's material cultural reputation, while also involving workshops and craftspeople from throughout the empire. For decades, large-scale sculpture, particularly in bronze, married the subjects of such portraits to geographically distant imperial sites and temporally removed imperial ancestors, thereby rendering the immaterially remote materially present. 
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6 While still at court on Sept. 8, 1549, Leone reported to Ferrante Gonzaga that Maria of Hungary wanted him to make ten standing figures in metal ("dieci statue pedestri in metallo, " Archivio di Stato di Parma-Epistolario Scelto 23, 18 f. 9), although it is not possible to reconstruct which of the extant works, if any, were considered part of such a series. The discrepancies between the documentation and extant sculptures render a total and coherent narrative of the commission extremely challenging; while it is not the purpose of this paper to parse out these historical tangles, it is worth noting that the specific backdrop of Charles V and Furor-who commissioned it, for what location, and for what purpose-is complex and difficult to bring into focus.
